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The CartelUrban Soul
The extraordinary life and crimes of heiress-turned-revolutionary Rose Dugdale, who in 1974 became the only woman to pull off a
major art heist. In the world of crime, there exists an unusual commonality between those who steal art and those who repeatedly
kill: they are almost exclusively male. But, as with all things, there is always an outlier—someone who bucks the trend, defying the
reliable profiles and leaving investigators and researchers scratching their heads. In the history of major art heists, that outlier is
Rose Dugdale. Dugdale’s life is singularly notorious. Born into extreme wealth, she abandoned her life as an Oxford-trained PhD
and heiress to join the cause of Irish Republicanism. While on the surface she appears to be the British version of Patricia Hearst,
she is anything but. Dugdale ran head-first towards the action, spearheading the first aerial terrorist attack in British history and
pulling off the biggest art theft of her time. In 1974, she led a gang into the opulent Russborough House in Ireland and made off
with millions in prized paintings, including works by Goya, Gainsborough, and Rubens, as well as Lady Writing a Letter with her
Maid by the mysterious master Johannes Vermeer. Dugdale thus became—to this day—the only woman to pull off a major art heist.
And as Anthony Amore explores in The Woman Who Stole Vermeer, it’s likely that this was not her only such heist. The Woman
Who Stole Vermeer is Rose Dugdale’s story, from her idyllic upbringing in Devonshire and her presentation to Elizabeth II as a
debutante to her university years and her eventual radical lifestyle. Her life of crime and activism is at turns unbelievable and aweinspiring, and sure to engross readers.
In this moving love story, three friends find out what it really means to save someone. “A heart-stopping, heart-wrenching, and
heartwarming story that kept me reading well into the night.”—Clare Pooley, New York Times bestselling author of The Authenticity
Project Kerry Smith is going to save lives—and so is her best friend, Tim Palmer. After years of working toward medical school,
they are about to take their entrance exams. But on the eve of the new millennium, a classmate goes into cardiac arrest, changing
everything. For nearly eighteen minutes, rising soccer star Joel Greenaway is dead. For nearly eighteen minutes, Kerry performs
CPR on her longtime crush. And for nearly eighteen minutes, Tim is too shocked to help. Though they don’t yet know it, those
eighteen minutes will change the next eighteen years of their lives. Because, as it turns out, saving a life doesn’t always
guarantee a happy ending. With his soccer career cut short, Joel lashes out and breaks Kerry’s heart by ending their burgeoning
relationship with a cruelty that derails her future, while Tim struggles to reconcile his dream of becoming a doctor with the reality of
failing to act. As each struggles to move on from the events of that fateful New Year’s Eve, their lives can’t seem to stop colliding
year after year. Ensnared by their shared histories and her big heart, Kerry soon finds herself picking up the pieces after both
broken men. But when Kerry is the one who needs saving, will anyone be there for her? As Kerry, Tim, and Joel discover what it
means to love, to forgive, and to find your calling, How to Save a Life shows us that there is more than one way to save a life—and
more than one path to finding meaning in your own.
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Josey Wales was the most wanted man in Texas. His wife and child had been lost to pre-civil War destruction and, like Jesse
James and other young farmers, he joined the guerrilla soldiers of Missouri--men with no cause but survival and no purpose but
revenge. Josey Wales and his Cherokee friend, Lone Watie, set out for the West through the dangerous Camanchero territory.
Hiding by day, traveling by night, they are joined by an Indian woman named Little Moonlight, and rescue an old woman and her
granddaughter from their besieged wagon. The five of them travel toward Texas and win through brash and honest violence, a
chance for a new way of life.
Sunday Tolliver's dream of making it big in the music industry hits a roadblock when her mother gambles away her entire college
fund, and Sunday must work for her diva cousin Dreya as a personal assistant in order to recoup the money.
Part Sandra Boynton, part Each Peach Pear Plum; part Chicka Chicka Boom Boom, part Hippopposites—a treat for the brain and
the tongue. With an elegant and simple approach, this thought-provoking concept book shows young readers that everything in the
world can be seen from infinite perspectives. Each page compares colors, shapes, and objects in relation to each other. A triangle
that is over a square is also under a circle. A circle that is pink also might be a flower. The artful, playful combinations of simple
concepts and Higgins's rhythmic writing and expert arrangement of objects on the page make this book a perfect read-aloud,
capable of entertaining, educating, and challenging readers in equal measure. There are multiple ways to read the book, allowing
it to work for several ages and reading levels at once. The educational value and sheer fun packed into this book's language and
visual design will make it a huge hit with educators and librarians, new parents, and creative kids who are visual learners. This
striking, delightfully different exploration of shape, color, and patterns redefines what a picture book can be. Read it once, read it
ten times. See something new every time. A GREAT INTRODUCTION TO MANY DIFFERENT CONCEPTS: This book's focus on
color, shapes, objects, and relative words like "over," "under," and "next to" make this the perfect introduction to basic concepts of
all kinds. Rather than traditional concept books that focus on only one idea, this book combines its teaching approach, helping
young readers learn more than one concept at once by showing how they relate to each other. A DYNAMIC LEARNING
EXPERIENCE: The unusual combination of colors, shapes, and animals intelligently introduces young readers to patterns,
classification, and problem-solving. The imaginative language of this book, rich with rhythmic phrasing and a tongue twister–like
playfulness, creates a soothing read-aloud text that engages young children with questions and encourages audience
participation. PERFECT FOR ANY KIND OF EDUCATION: With a variety of concepts, clear read-aloud qualities, and the many
different ways this book engages different styles of learning, this book is ideal for librarians, educators, and anyone creating
reading events in their communities. BELOVED AUTHOR: Carter Higgins is not only the author of many acclaimed books for
children such as Everything You Need to Build a Treehouse, This Is Not a Valentine, and Bikes for Sale, she's also a seasoned
school librarian who's spent many years working with children. Her love of kids—and her passion for teaching—shines throughout
this book. EASY ART PROJECT INSPIRATION: Having honed her art skills as an elementary librarian, Carter Higgins makes her
own debut as an illustrator for this book with simple, appealing collages. Kids will love making their own art projects inspired by the
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illustrations in this book. BRIGHT, EYE-CATCHING ART: The simple shapes and lively colors are designed to appeal to young
children. Read this if your children enjoy Hervé Tullet's Press Here or Bill Martin Jr.'s Brown Bear, Brown Bear What Do You See?
Perfect for: • Parents • Grandparents • Educators • Gift-givers
When Carter Diamon, the leader of The Cartel, which controls eighty percent of the cocaine industry, dies, his illegitimate son,
Carter Jones, takes his place and starts sleeping with the enemy--Miamor, the leader of The Murder Mamas, who wants to take
down The Cartel. Original.
A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE My love is wasted like gemstones in the dust, walked over by an oblivious shoe. It takes many
suffering years and layers of mountains to squeeze carbon into a precious stone. Now that I'm polished and hard like a diamond,
he doesn't get to kick me back into the dirt. Men like him don't love women like me. They don't love. Period. But he made me. He'll
live with me. Because diamonds are forever. * Diamonds are Forever is Book 3 of the Diamonds are Forever trilogy and concludes
the story. Diamonds in the Dust (Book 1) and Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) must be read first to follow the story. Other books
in the Diamond Magnate collection: Standalone Novel Beauty in the Broken Diamonds are Forever Trilogy Diamonds in the Dust
(Book 1) Diamonds in the Rough (Book 2) Diamonds are Forever (Book 3)

Diamonds are forever . . . or are they? The Cartel runs Miami, and loyalty to their organization runs deep, but when
someone breaks the rules, things may be beyond repair. A snitch in the crew has dismantled the notorious Cartel, and
now disloyalty threatens to tear the family apart. Young Carter is in the fight for his life, as he faces drug kingpin charges
due to the treachery of his best friend, Ace. Kidnapping, murder, deception, and seduction fill this highly anticipated
sequel. Will Zyir find out that Breeze is still alive? Will Mecca be exposed as his brother's killer? Is Miamor dead or alive?
Ashley and JaQuavis are back with The Cartel 2. Their twisted tale of deceit will have you on the edge of your seat, trying
to figure out what happens next.
A career-spanning anthology of essays on politics and culture by the best-selling author of The Flamethrowers includes
entries discussing a Palestinian refugee camp, an illegal Baja Peninsula motorcycle race, and the 1970s Fiat factory
wildcat strikes.
When a Boeing 747 drops out of the sky with the men of the Cartel aboard, the women of the family have to step into
their own. With the federal government on their heels and the family on the brink of destruction, a female dynasty is born.
After the government's case is thwarted, the ladies plan to take the family legit. They head west to establish a new
endeavor, but with new territory comes new problems. The Carter family name doesn't ring as loud as it did in Miami. It's
a new set of gangsters, a new set of rules, as the Cartel finds problems with an Arabic millionaire. Even as the new
Cartel struggles to go legit, trouble always finds a way into the family's circle. Larceny, deceit, and murder are all in the
cards. The Cartel 5 is a page-turning thriller that promises to deliver. This mafia family tries to go corporate, but the
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streets won't let them. This is the rise of the female Cartel . . . La Bella Mafia.
The saga of love, loyalty, and crime continues in the next explosive book in the Cartel series from the minds of New York
Times bestselling authors Ashley & JaQuavis. After the tragic and bloody end to The Cartel’s reign, Carter is forced into
isolation to evade the law. With his wife, Miamor, facing federal charges and his dear brother, six feet under, Carter has
never been more alone. His empire is at his feet and he has no idea how to rebuild his kingdom. The only thing that is
certain is that he has to stay out the way and off the radar of the Feds until he can figure out how to get his lady out of
prison. Miamor’s freedom is guaranteed—provided Carter help create and distribute a drug that will take the streets by
storm. Rubbing elbows with the most notorious, ruthless leaders of the underworld will get him what he wants. But can he
win at their game of murder and money?
When a set-up goes wrong and Six finds herself sleeping with the enemy, who will she choose, the man she loves, or the
man she's supposed to hate? Detroit hustlers Free and Six have been together seven years, but their relationship has
been nothing but drama. Free hasn't been faithful and Six has taken out her hurt by physically hurting the other women.
Free ends up in jail for three years, and when he's sprung, he's not happy to learn that Six has been living the high-life on
his dime and blown through $100,000! Then Six gets entangled in one of Free's schemes and finds herself in a role
almost too good to be true—posing as the woman of another man who actually treats her with respect. Though you can
bet there won't be a "happily ever after" for anyone involved. . ..
The Cartel has come full circle with this fast-paced, groundbreaking novel, the finale to the hit series by New York Times
bestsellers Ashley & JaQuavis. Miamor is fighting for her life in the belly of the beast. She's been kidnapped, and she's
staring death in the eye. Is the reign over for the head of the Murda Mamas? Carter is in federal custody and leaves the
Diamond Empire to Zyir and Mecca. When the past comes back to haunt Mecca and the truth finally comes to light, will
The Cartel rise or fall? Breeze is in the clutches of the crazed Ma'tee, and she desperately searches for a way out. Will
she escape, or die his love slave? The answers to these questions lie inside the pages of Cartel 3: The Final Chapter.
Open it to discover the shocking truth, and prepare yourself for the unpredictable conclusion of one of the best street
series of all time.
She’s small-town. He’s big-league. They broke up years ago… But is it really over? In the small town of Parker Falls,
Jessica Parker spends her time serving pie and coming up with ideas to save the failing diner she inherited from her
grandfather. A single mom to eight-year-old Wesley, she has enough to keep her busy well into the future. But when her
old high school love, Chase Taynor, unexpectedly pops up, Jess finds herself thinking not of the future but of her past
with the handsome professional baseball player. After a few bad pitches leave his dream career in limbo, Chase slides
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back home to Parker Falls…although the town may not be as safe as he’d expected. As Jess and Chase reconnect, old
feelings return in a major-league way. With the possibility that Chase could return to the baseball diamond at any time,
will their reunion be worth the risk to their hearts? Or will it be déjà vu all over again, with Chase choosing the limelight
over the woman he loved before the fame? The book contains a free original recipe for Bacon & White Cheddar Burgers
with Spicy Mustard Relish.
First conceived in 1966 but only completed in 2004, Brian Wilson Presents Smile has been called "the best-known
unreleased album in pop music history" and "an American Sergeant Pepper." Reading Smile offers a close analysis of
the recording in its social, cultural and historical contexts. It focuses in particular on the finished work’s subject matter as
embodied in Van Dyke Parks’ contentious yet little understood lyrics, with their low-resolution, highly allusive portrayals
of western expansion’s archetypes, from Plymouth Rock, Massachusetts to Diamond Head, Hawaii. Documenting their
multiple references and connotations, it argues that their invocations of national self-definition are part of a carefully
crafted vision of American identity, society and culture both in tune and at odds with the times. Critical of the republic’s
past practices but convinced that its ideals, values and myths still provided resources to redeem it, the recording is
interpreted as a creative musical milestone, an enduring product of its volatile, radical, countercultural times, and an
American pop art classic. Of particular relevance to American Studies and popular culture scholars, Reading Smile will
also appeal to those interested in 1960s popular music, not least to fans of Brian Wilson, Van Dyke Parks and the Beach
Boys.
Every year, hundreds of the most beautiful people in the world come to New York to become models. At age fourteen, Cheryl
Diamond was one of them. Living on her own in a run-down apartment, Cheryl spent her days on go-sees, runways, and shoots,
surviving hand-to-mouth, while taking in everything she could about the tough and sleazy modeling industry. She watched other
girls make mistakes, and swore she wouldn't be a victim...until a career-altering event changed her life and nearly ruined her shot
at her dream. This is the riveting, true account of Cheryl's triumphant rise, disastrous fall, and phoenix-like comeback in one of the
hottest and most demanding industries in the world.
A balanced, scientific, and practical approach to monitoring and maintaining your brain's agility and mental health. How do you
expand your brain's skills? How do you keep your brain working at its best as it ages? Bookshelves are full of writing by
charismatic authors claiming they have found the answer, whether they are neuroscientists, psychologists, or mystics. The Brain
Fitness Book looks at the well-established science and recent scientific revelations, and offers a well-balanced, clear, and colorful
practical guide to keeping your brain fit. First, it shows you how your brain works--explaining how memories are stored and
recalled, for instance, and how different parts of your brain have different functions. It then gives you practical advice and a whole
range of exercises to improve memory and mental agility and keep your brain working to its maximum potential. The book includes
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mental exercises and activities, featuring challenges from logic puzzles and visual reasoning to language learning and sensory
exercises, stimulating as many parts of the brain as possible. As well as mental stimulation, the book highlights the role and
importance of sleep, a healthy diet, and physical exercise. An agile, healthy brain is not only less prone to age-related decline, it
can also conquer stress, anxiety, and the risk of depression. Keep challenging your mind in new ways with The Brain Fitness Book
and maintain your brain.
In this thrilling, plot-twisting tale, a grieving painter receives an unexpected visitor in his travels who turns his world upside down
for a novel that will change your views on storytelling forever. As a painter travels the world, he mourns the death of his wife, but
finds an escape through his art. Until an unexpected knock at the door takes his otherwise secluded life on a dramatic turn. The
guest presents a problem that traps them inside of a home for 72 hours, and the quiet suburban estate becomes the devil's
playground.The painter is then thrown into a psychological game with twists and turns that lead to an unforeseeable ending...
West Virginia native Cole Freeman, who has avoided a coal-mining job by working as a nursing home aide and reselling unused
prescription drugs, finds his life changing when a disastrous threat forces him to confront his fears.
The port of Miami brings in millions of dollars’ worth of cocaine every year, and the Cartel controls eighty percent of it. The
Diamond family is a force to be reckoned with, but all hell breaks loose when they lose their leader. The most ruthless gangster
Miami has ever seen, Carter Diamond, leaves behind a wife, twin sons, a daughter, and a secret. The secret is his illegitimate son,
Carter Jones. When young Carter learns of his father’s death, he comes to town and is introduced to the legacy of the Cartel
Miamor is a woman who uses her beauty to enhance her skill as a contract killer. She is the leader of The Murder Mamas. When
her crew is hired to take down the Cartel, they get caught slipping, and Miamor loses her sister in the process. She is determined
to get revenge. Unknowingly, she meets the son of Carter Diamond, and he immediately catches her heart. She is sleeping with
the enemy, and when she finds out, she is torn between love and revenge. Thus begins the saga of the Cartel, the New York
Times bestselling series by street lit superstars Ashley & Jaquavis. Every book in the series is full of their trademark fast-paced
drama, deceit, and plot twists that will leave you shocked. Now fans can relive the story of the Diamond family in this deluxe
edition, with books one through three all under one cover.
Migration and its associated social practices and consequences have been studied within a multitude of academic disciplines and
in the context of policies at local, national and regional level. This edited collection provides an introduction and critical review of
conceptual developments and policy contexts of migration scholarship within an Australian and global context, through: political
economy analyses of migration and associated transformations; sociological analyses of ‘settling in’ processes; multi-disciplinary
analyses of migrant work; a historical review of scholarship on refugees; a Southern theory approach to cultural diversity;
sociological reflections on post-nationalism; Cultural Studies analyses of public culture and ‘second generation’ youth cultures;
interdisciplinary and Critical Race analyses of ‘race’ and racism; feminist intersectional analyses of migration, belonging and
representation; the theorising of cosmopolitanism; a transdisciplinary analysis of gender, transnational families and care; and a
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comparative, transcontextual analysis of hybridity. An essential contribution to the current mapping of migration studies, with a
focus on Australian scholarship in its international context, this collection will be of interest to undergraduates and postgraduates
interested in fields such as Sociology, Cultural Studies, Geography and Politics.
In the world of the Cartel, there are many pitfalls and family curses. In the city of Miami, the good die young and the bad live
forever. The first family of Miami, The Diamonds, are back and more ruthless than ever. When the family has to deal with the sins
of the father, karma comes back and rests on the shoulders of Carter "CJ" Jones II . The life his father never wanted for him, calls
him and the allure of family tradition sucks him in so deep, that he falls victim to the game. This story shows the second coming of
a king and solidifies the cartel family tree in the roots of the streets forever.Ride with a new regime as Carter II and his cousin Mo
attempt to carry the legacy of their fathers on their shoulders. Will the city respect them? Or have the ghosts of the past been
erased by a new wave of hustlers. Miami was forever changed when Carter and Miamor came to town. Can The Cartel ever regain
their strength or was their fall from power too devastating to repair?Ashley and JaQuavis dive into their franchise series once more
and give their fans a taste of classic urban storytelling.
The Cartel series is back...and more deadly than ever. Las Vegas. A city built on obscene wealth and corrupt deals, cunning
entrepreneurs, and the ruthless mob. The Cartel's plan to open a casino will rake in cash, but comes with great sacrifice. The
stakes have never been this high, and rules of the game have never been this hard to manipulate. And when one dead girl, one
scorned wife, and one hole in the desert launch a chain of catastrophic events, The Cartel is sent on a downward spiral as they
battle the Arabian mob and fight traitors within their circle. Will the Cartel prevail...or fall victim to the city's black cloud? And if
there's one rule in the town of Vegas, it's that when the dust settles, there can only be one winner, in The Cartel 6: The Demise, by
New York Times bestselling authors Ashley & JaQuavis.
In 1997, Charles Frazier’s debut novel Cold Mountain made publishing history when it sailed to the top of The New York Times
best-seller list for sixty-one weeks, won numerous literary awards, including the National Book Award, and went on to sell over
three million copies. Now, the beloved American epic returns, reissued by Grove Press to coincide with the publication of Frazier’s
eagerly-anticipated second novel, Thirteen Moons. Sorely wounded and fatally disillusioned in the fighting at Petersburg, a
Confederate soldier named Inman decides to walk back to his home in the Blue Ridge mountains to Ada, the woman he loves. His
trek across the disintegrating South brings him into intimate and sometimes lethal converse with slaves and marauders, bounty
hunters and witches, both helpful and malign. At the same time, the intrepid Ada is trying to revive her father’s derelict farm and
learning to survive in a world where the old certainties have been swept away. As it interweaves their stories, Cold Mountain
asserts itself as an authentic odyssey, hugely powerful, majestically lovely, and keenly moving.
The former president shares his personal views on moral values as they relate to key issues today, evaluating the controversial
and increasing intersection between religious and political arenas.
Because he spends so much time perfecting his flying form instead of concentrating on getting food, a seagull is ostracized by the
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rest of the flock.
While Liberty lies on her deathbed, A'shai recalls their violent past together, which includes a Mexican drug cartel, child brothels,
and the Los Angeles underworld.
A street thriller of kidnapping, murder, trickery, and love that will have you at the edge of your seat. After 7 years of prison, multimillionaire drug mogul Kane Garrett is back on the streets. But instead of diving back into the drug game, he’s teaching a college
class, infusing business principles with his signature ruthless edge he developed in the streets. When a student—and heavy heroin
dealer—named Basil catches Kane’s eye, Kane takes him on as a protégé and together, they build the biggest, smartest drug
trafficking business the state has ever seen. But when Basil meets Moriah, Kane’s only daughter, lines get crossed and their
dominant business union becomes a deadly rivalry. Welcome to a world where the kings meet their end and no one stays at the
top for long. The crown always lies heavy on he who commands the streets—and Kane and Basil will fight to claim their rule, before
power is toppled again, in The Streets Have No King by New York Times bestselling author JaQuavis Coleman.
A New York Times bestseller and USA Today bestselling book! From award-winning actor Neil Patrick Harris comes the magical
first book in a new series with plenty of tricks up its sleeve. When street magician Carter runs away, he never expects to find
friends and magic in a sleepy New England town. But like any good trick, things change instantly as greedy B.B. Bosso and his
crew of crooked carnies arrive to steal anything and everything they can get their sticky fingers on. After a fateful encounter with
the local purveyor of illusion, Dante Vernon, Carter teams up with five other like-minded illusionists. Together, using both
teamwork and magic, they'll set out to save the town of Mineral Wells from Bosso's villainous clutches. These six Magic Misfits will
soon discover adventure, friendship, and their own self-worth in this delightful new series. (Psst. Hey, you! Yes, you!
Congratulations on reading this far. As a reward, I'll let you in on a little secret... This book isn't just a book. It's a treasure trove of
secrets and ciphers and codes and even tricks. Keep your eyes peeled and you'll discover more than just a story--you'll learn how
to make your own magic!)
Robyn and Aries are "The Murder Mamas," contract killers taking no prisoners in Los Angeles. It doesn't take them long to link up
with Hollywood's biggest drug kingpin, who hires them to take out a snitch and a judge. But the plans backfire and they only
complete half the job. Robyn gets caught and put on Death Row, and Aries goes on the run. She winds up in the Islands, where
she takes up a new life as a mother and wife, and tries to forget who she once was. But unfinished business has a way of coming
back to haunt you; and when it's the killing kind, there's a huge price to pay. Now Aries has to put it all on the line as she sets out
to finish what the Murder Mamas started, leaving her family and her sanity and her soul behind. . ..
Anari is the epitome of a good-girl-turned-bad after her world is brutally destroyed. Consumed with her desire for revenge, she and
her best friend Monica enter a life of drugs, fast money and betrayal - adopting the lifestyle that pushed them into the game in the
first place. Hiding their true identities they quickly rise to the top of New Jersey's dope game. Using everyone who crosses their
paths, nothing - not betrayal or addiction - will stop them from dispensing their street justice.
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From the New York Times bestselling authors of The Cartel series comes a new chapter in a world that only Ashley and JaQuavis know how
to bring to life. The LaCroixs are four beautiful Haitian American women bound by money and blood. On the surface, the LaCroix Group is a
venture capitalist company, but underneath, it’s so much more. The four sisters run long cons, targeting wealthy, prominent business figures.
They have a system: Find the perfect mark, create the problem, then present the solution. For a cost... Sutton “Sutty” LaCroix, the eldest
sister and an accomplished business maven, sits on the family throne as the CEO of the LaCroix Group and is the face of their operation. No
one is as good as Sutton when it comes to finding new prey. However, when Sutton meets West, a young, black oil tycoon—a man who
represents a life she and her sisters vowed never to live—she breaks all the rules. The LaCroix sisters have a pact: to never settle down and
leave roots in one place. But Sutton falls in love with West's good looks, charm, and old money. This means that West is a problem. When he
inducts her into a high society of opulence, power, and generational wealth, Sutton finds herself torn between the love of her life and the love
of her family.
You thought The Cartel was over, but Diamonds are forever. . . . The Diamond family has survived murder, deceit, and betrayal. Through it
all, they're still standing tall, and a new era has begun. After surviving a failed attempt on her life, Breeze has moved into the queen's position
by Zyir's side. Zyir has taken over the empire and locked down Miami's streets. He has the world in his palms, but there is always new blood
ready to overthrow the throne. Young Carter has retired and moved away from the madness—that is, until he gets an unexpected visitor at his
home. This person shakes up the whole family, causing chaos that threatens to bring down the Cartel for good. New York Times bestselling
authors Ashley and JaQuavis deliver the highly anticipated fourth installment of the wildly popular Cartel series.
"When Nomi married the love of her life she finally thought she would get everything she deserved. Riches, success, status, influence. She
had it all as the wife of Mr. Dominick Meyer, but there is more to her title than meets the eye. When she catches Dom cheating and discovers
that he isn't the businessman he portrayed himself to be, her life is changed forever. Finding out that their riches was amassed from drug
money and that Dom has never truly been faithful, she wants out. With a messy divorce pending, Noni empties her husband's bank accounts
and goes on the lam, in an attempt to run away from her daunting reality."--Page [4] of cover.
A brand new series from New York Times bestselling author Ashley Antoinette
Coming on the threshold of what promises to be the most acrimonious presidential election in American history, Diamond and Silk’s book will
be a rallying cry for tens of millions of Americans who are tired of being told what to think and whom to vote for. Diamond and Silk’s story is
one of overcoming poverty and shame and choosing victory over victimhood. Theirs is a story that defies the left’s narrative and that the
mainstream media refuses to acknowledge, accept, and respect.
For those who could read between the lines, the censored news out of China was terrifying. But the president insisted there was nothing to
worry about. Fortunately, we are still a nation of skeptics. Fortunately, there are those among us who study pandemics and are willing to look
unflinchingly at worst-case scenarios. Michael Lewis’s taut and brilliant nonfiction thriller pits a band of medical visionaries against the wall of
ignorance that was the official response of the Trump administration to the outbreak of COVID-19. The characters you will meet in these
pages are as fascinating as they are unexpected. A thirteen-year-old girl’s science project on transmission of an airborne pathogen develops
into a very grown-up model of disease control. A local public-health officer uses her worm’s-eye view to see what the CDC misses, and
reveals great truths about American society. A secret team of dissenting doctors, nicknamed the Wolverines, has everything necessary to
fight the pandemic: brilliant backgrounds, world-class labs, prior experience with the pandemic scares of bird flu and swine flu…everything,
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that is, except official permission to implement their work. Michael Lewis is not shy about calling these people heroes for their refusal to follow
directives that they know to be based on misinformation and bad science. Even the internet, as crucial as it is to their exchange of ideas,
poses a risk to them. They never know for sure who else might be listening in.
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